1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

We propose a new statistical object, the additive partial correlation operator, for estimating nonparametric graphical models. This operator is an extension of the partial correlation coefficient ([@ASW028C33]) to the nonlinear setting. It is akin to the additive conditional covariance operator of [@ASW028C28] but achieves better scaling, leading to enhanced estimation accuracy, when characterizing conditional independence in graphical models.
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}{}$\Omega $\end{document}$. Based on a relation between partial correlations and regression coefficients, [@ASW028C32] and [@ASW028C38] proposed to select the neighbours of each node by solving multiple lasso problems ([@ASW028C40]). Other recent advances include the work of [@ASW028C5], [@ASW028C6]), who used hard thresholding to determine the sparsity pattern, [@ASW028C22], who used the smoothly clipped absolute deviation penalty ([@ASW028C12]), and [@ASW028C43] and [@ASW028C7], who used the Danzig selector ([@ASW028C8]).

Since Gaussianity could be restrictive in applications, many recent papers have considered extensions. The challenge is not only to relax Gaussianity but also to preserve the simplicity of the conditional independence structure imparted by the Gaussian distribution. One elegant solution is to assume a copula Gaussian model, under which the data can be transformed marginally to multivariate Gaussianity; see [@ASW028C30], [@ASW028C29]), [@ASW028C42] and [@ASW028C19]. The copula Gaussian model preserves the equivalence ([2](#ASW028M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for the transformed $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$X_i$\end{document}$ to be marginally Gaussian. Other work on non-Gaussian graphical models includes [@ASW028C13] and [@ASW028C41]. In their settings, a given node is associated with its neighbours via either a semiparametric or a nonparametric model.

Another extension is the additive semigraphoid model of [@ASW028C28], which is based on a new statistical relation called additive conditional independence. By generalizing the precision matrix to the additive precision operator and replacing the conditional independence in ([2](#ASW028M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) by additive conditional independence, [@ASW028C28] showed that the equivalence ([2](#ASW028M2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) emerges at the linear operator level, at which no distributional assumption is needed.

The primary motivation for introducing additive conditional independence is to maintain nonparametric flexibility without employing high-dimensional kernels. The distribution of points in a Euclidean space becomes increasingly sparse as the dimension of the space increases. For a kernel estimator in such spaces to be effective, we need to increase the bandwidth; otherwise we may have very few observations within a local ball of radius equal to the bandwidth. Increasing bandwidth, however, also increases bias. Therefore we face the dilemma of either increased bias or lack of data in each local region, a phenomenon known as the curse of dimensionality ([@ASW028C4]). To avoid this problem while extracting useful information from high-dimensional data, one must impose some kind of additional structure, such as parametric models, sparsity or linear indices. The structure imposed by additive conditional independence is additivity, which allows us to employ only one-dimensional kernels, thus avoiding high dimensionality. The cost is that the graphical model is no longer characterized by conditional independence. Nonetheless, [@ASW028C28] have shown that additive conditional independence satisfies the semigraphoid axioms ([@ASW028C37]; [@ASW028C36]), a set of four fundamental properties of conditional independence.

To estimate the additive semigraphoid model, [@ASW028C28] proposed the additive conditional covariance and additive precision operators, which extend the conditional covariance and precision matrices and characterize additive conditional independence without distributional assumptions. In the classical setting, the conditional covariance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\hbox {var}(V \mid W)$\end{document}$, which have nothing to do with the conditional dependence. Partial correlation is designed to remove these effects, so that conditional dependence is retained. The additive partial correlation operator that we propose serves the same purpose in the nonlinear setting. We will also propose an estimator of the new operator, and establish its consistency along with that of the estimator of the additive conditional covariance operator, which was not proved in [@ASW028C28]. Based on the additive partial correlation operator, we develop an estimator for the additive semigraphoid model and establish the consistency of this procedure.

All the proofs, as well as some additional propositions and numerical results, are presented in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

2.. Additive conditional independence and graphical models {#s2}
==========================================================

2.1.. Additive conditional independence {#s2a}
---------------------------------------
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[@ASW028C28] developed theoretical results and estimation methods for the additive semigraphoid model using the additive $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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2.2.. Additive reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces {#s2b}
------------------------------------------------
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This condition is satisfied by most of the commonly used kernels, including the radial basis function.
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2.3.. Other notation {#s2c}
--------------------
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3.. Additive partial covariance operator {#s3}
========================================

3.1.. The additive conditional covariance operator {#s3a}
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Again, this definition also accommodates operators such as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.2.. The additive partial correlation operator {#s3b}
-----------------------------------------------

We now introduce the additive partial correlation operator and establish its population-level properties. A straightforward way to define the additive partial correlation operator might be as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We are now ready to state the first main result: one can use the additive conditional covariance or additive partial correlation operator to characterize additive conditional independence. Theorem 2*If Assumptions 1--3 hold, then*$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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3.3.. Estimators {#s3c}
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4.. Consistency and convergence rate {#s4}
====================================
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We state the consistency of the additive conditional covariance and additive partial correlation operators in the following two theorems, which require different rates for the ridge parameters. For two positive sequences $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We return now to the estimation of the additive semigraphoid graphical model in Definition 2. The estimators of the additive conditional covariance operator and additive partial correlation operator lead to the following thresholding methods for estimating the additive semigraphoid model: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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5.. Implementation of estimation of graphical models {#s5}
====================================================

5.1.. Coordinate representation {#s5a}
-------------------------------

The estimators in ([5](#ASW028M5){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([6](#ASW028M6){ref-type="disp-formula"}) are defined in operator form. To compute them, we need to represent the operators as matrices. In the subsequent development we describe this process in the context of estimating the graphical models. We adopt the system of notation for coordinate representation from [@ASW028C21]; see also [@ASW028C27]. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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5.2.. Norms of the estimated additive partial correlation operator {#s5b}
------------------------------------------------------------------
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By straightforward calculations, details of which are given in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we have the following coordinate representations: $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, we also derive an explicit formula for calculating $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following result links the additive partial correlation operator with the partial correlation when a linear kernel is considered. Corollary 1*Let*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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5.3.. Reduced kernel and generalized crossvalidation {#s5c}
----------------------------------------------------

To make our method readily applicable to relatively large networks with thousands of nodes, we now propose, as alternatives to ([9](#ASW028M9){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and ([10](#ASW028M10){ref-type="disp-formula"}), simplified algorithms for estimating $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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5.4.. Algorithm {#s5d}
---------------
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6.. Numerical study {#s6}
===================

6.1.. Additive and high-dimensional settings {#s6a}
--------------------------------------------

By means of simulated examples, we compare the additive partial correlation operator with the additive conditional covariance operator of [@ASW028C28] and the methods of [@ASW028C44], [@ASW028C30], [@ASW028C13] and [@ASW028C41]. The additive partial correlation operator is able to identify the graph whose underlying distribution does not satisfy the Gaussian or copula Gaussian assumption. To demonstrate this feature, we generate dependent random variables that do not have Gaussian or copula Gaussian distributions using the structural equation models of [@ASW028C35]. Specifically, given an edge set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For all the comparisons in §§[6.1](#s6a){ref-type="sec"} and [6.2](#s6b){ref-type="sec"}, we use the radial basis function for both the additive conditional covariance and the additive partial correlation operators. For Model I, we see that the methods of [@ASW028C44] and [@ASW028C30] perform better than the nonparametric methods. This is not surprising as Gaussianity holds under Model I, and because both methods use the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For Models II and III, under which neither Gaussianity nor copula Gaussianity is satisfied, the methods of [@ASW028C44] and [@ASW028C30] do not perform well. In contrast, both the additive conditional covariance and the additive partial correlation operators still perform remarkably well. Moreover, the receiver operating characteristic curves of the additive partial correlation operator are consistently better than those of the additive conditional covariance operator for Models I and II and for sample sizes 50 and 100, indicating the benefit of a better scaling by the additive partial correlation operator. We also observe that the performance of the method of [@ASW028C13] is not very stable. Since their method is based on random forests, it may be affected by the curse of dimensionality that a fully nonparametric approach tends to suffer from. The method of [@ASW028C41] is implemented using the R package ([@ASW028C39]) spacejam, whose default basis is the cubic polynomial. It shows improvements over the methods of [@ASW028C44] and [@ASW028C30], but does not perform as well as the additive partial correlation operator. To investigate the effect of the choice of basis on the method of [@ASW028C41], we compute its receiver operating characteristic curve for Model II using the correct basis $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\{ |x|, x^2\}$\end{document}$. Notably, this method with the correct basis performs the best under Model II among all the competing methods. Results for smaller graphs are presented in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

6.2.. Nonadditive and low-dimensional settings {#s6b}
----------------------------------------------

We also investigate a setting where the relationships between nodes are nonadditive and the dimension of the graph is relatively low, which favours a fully nonparametric method such as the method of [@ASW028C13]. Specifically, we consider
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Our goal is to recover the graph determined by the set of conditional independence relations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$n=1000$\end{document}$, we compute the receiver operating characteristic curves for 100 replicates, which are presented in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Since the model is nonlinear, we only compare the additive partial correlation operator with the additive conditional covariance operator and the methods of [@ASW028C41] and [@ASW028C13]. The method of [@ASW028C13] performs the best, because it allows the conditional expectation of each node to be a nonadditive function of its neighbouring nodes. On the other hand, the additive partial correlation operator still performs reasonably well. This indicates that, in spite of its additive formulation, the additive partial correlation operator is capable of identifying conditional independence even in nonadditive models.

6.3.. Effects of the choices of kernels, ridge parameters and number of eigenfunctions {#s6c}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this subsection we study the performance of the additive partial correlation operator with different choices of kernel. We investigate six types of kernel: the radial basis function, the rational quadratic kernel with parameters 200 and 400, the linear kernel, the quadratic kernel, and the Laplacian kernel. The choice of parameters for the rational quadratic kernel follows [@ASW028C28]. For each model, ten replicates are generated using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also investigated the effect of using different numbers of eigenfunctions. For each of Models I--III and with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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6.4.. Exploring the generalized crossvalidation procedure {#s6d}
---------------------------------------------------------

In this subsection we investigate the performance and computational cost of the generalized crossvalidation procedure introduced in §[5.3](#s5c){ref-type="sec"}, and compare it with the method of [@ASW028C41] using two different selection criteria: the Akaike information criterion and the Bayesian information criterion. Three measures are used to evaluate the comparisons: the true positive and false positive rates in ([16](#ASW028M16){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and a synthetic score defined as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Comparison of the tuning procedures for (a) the additive partial correlation operator with generalized crossvalidation and (b) the method of [@ASW028C41] with the Akaike information criterion; $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We also compare the computational costs of the two methods in estimating larger networks with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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6.5.. Application to the DREAM4 Challenges data {#s6e}
-----------------------------------------------

We apply the six methods to a dataset from the DREAM4 Challenges project ([@ASW028C31]). The goal of this study is to infer network structure from gene expression data. The topologies of the graphs are obtained by extracting subgraphs from real biological networks. The gene expression levels are generated based on a system of ordinary differential equations governing the dynamics of the biological interactions between the genes. There are five networks of size 100 to be estimated in this dataset. For each network, we stack up observations from three different experimental conditions, wild-type, knockdown and knockout, so that the overall sample size $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$n$\end{document}$ is 201. Then, the estimated graphs are produced using the additive partial correlation operator, the additive conditional covariance operator of [@ASW028C28], and the methods of [@ASW028C41], [@ASW028C13], [@ASW028C44] and [@ASW028C30]. The areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves are reported in Table [3](#ASW028TB3){ref-type="table"}, and the actual receiver operating characteristic curves are displayed in the [Supplementary Material](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. We see that the additive partial correlation operator consistently performs best among the six estimators.

###### 

Areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves for the DREAM4 Challenges dataset, obtained from (a) the additive partial correlation operator, (b) the additive conditional covariance operator, (c) the method of [@ASW028C41], (d) the method of [@ASW028C13], (e) the method of [@ASW028C30], (f) the method of [@ASW028C44], and (g) the championship method
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The original DREAM4 project was open to public challenges, so it is reasonable to compare our results with those submitted by the participating teams. In column (g) of Table [3](#ASW028TB3){ref-type="table"} we show the areas under the receiver operating characteristic curves obtained from the method of the championship team. The additive partial correlation operator yields the best areas under the curves for four of the five networks; in particular, it performs better than the method of the championship team for Network 5. As mentioned in [@ASW028C31], the best-performing approach used a combination of multiple models, including ordinary differential equations. Our operator replicates the most competitive results without employing any prior information on the model setting, which demonstrates the benefit of relaxing the distributional assumption; moreover, its additive structure does not seem to hamper its accuracy in this application.

7.. Concluding remarks {#s7}
======================

In establishing the consistency of the additive conditional covariance operator and the additive partial correlation operator, we have developed a theoretical framework that is not limited to the current setting; it can be applied to other problems where additive conditional independence and linear operators are involved. Moreover, the idea of characterizing conditional independence by small values of the additive partial correlation operator has ramifications beyond those explored in this paper. For instance, the penalty in the proposed additive partial correlation operator is based on hard thresholding, but other penalties, such as the lasso-type penalties, may be more efficient in dealing with sparsity in the estimation of operators. We leave these extensions and refinements to future research.

Supplementary material {#s8}
======================

[Supplementary material available at *Biometrika* online](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} includes the proofs of the theoretical results and additional plots for the numerical studies.
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